How sensitive is our climate?
Climate sensitivity is expressed as the global temperature change for a particular
forcing (eg - °C change per W/m2 forcing). More commonly, it's given as the warming for
doubled CO2 (i.e. from 280 ppm to 560 ppm).

Climate sensitivity from models
The first estimates of climate sensitivity came from climate models.








In the 1979 Charney report, two models from Suki Manabe and Jim Hansen
estimated a sensitivity range between 1.5 to 4.5°C.
Forest 2002 uses a fingerprinting approach on modern temperature records and
finds a range 1.4 to 7.7°C.
Knutti 2005 uses modelling (entering different sensitivities then comparing to
seasonal responses) to find a climate sensitivity range 1.5 to 6.5°C - with 3 to 3.5
most likely
Hegerl 2006 looks at paleontological data over the past 6 centuries to calculates
a range 1.5 to 6.2°C.
Annan 2006 combines results from a variety of independent methods to narrow
climate sensitivity to around 2.5 to 3.5°C.
Royer 2007 examines temperature response to CO2 over the past 420 million
years and determines climate sensitivity cannot be lower than 1.5°C (with a best
fit of 2.8°C).

Climate sensitivity from empirical observations
There have been a number of studies that calculate climate sensitivity directly from
empirical observations, independent of models.




Lorius 1990 examined Vostok ice core data and calculates a range of 3 to 4°C.
Hoffert 1992 reconstructs two paleoclimate records (one colder, one warmer) to
yield a range 1.4 to 3.2°C.
Hansen 1993 looks at the last 20,000 years when the last ice age ended and
empirically calculates a climate sensitivity of 3 ± 1°C.





Gregory 2002 used observations of ocean heat uptake to calculate a minimum
climate sensitivity of 1.5.
Chylek 2007 examines the period from the Last Glacial Maximum to Holocene
transition. They calculate a climate sensitivy range of 1.3°C and 2.3°C.
Tung 2007 performs statistical analysis on 20th century temperature response to
the solar cycle to calculate a range 2.3 to 4.1°C.

Stephen Schwartz climate sensitivity of 1.1°C
A recent paper Heat capacity, time constant and sensitivity of Earth's climate system
determines a climate sensitivity of 1.1 ± 0.5°C (Schwartz 2007). Sensitivity is calculated
as the quotient of the climate's "time constant" and global heat capacity. The "time
constant", the time for the climate system to return to equilibrium after a perturbation, is
a key aspect of his paper. Schwartz examines results from various time series analyses
and estimates a time constant of 5 years.
However, as Schwartz points out in his study, climate recovers at different rates
depending on the nature of the forcing causing the perturbation. A short term change
such as a volcanic eruption results in a short time constant of a few years. A long term
increase in CO2 levels results in a recovery spanning decades. Schwartz rightly points
out "as the duration of volcanic forcing is short, the response time may not be reflective
of that which would characterize a sustained forcing such as that from increased
greenhouse gases because of lack of penetration of the thermal signal into the deep
ocean."
Nevertheless, Schwartz filters out long term changes by detrending the time series data
which has the effect of biasing the result towards a shorter time constant. The time
constant for non-detrended data yields a time constant of 15 to 17 years. Consequently,
the estimated time constant of 5 years is questionable - a value the final result hinges
on.
UPDATE 11 Feb 2010: Schwartz subsequently updated his climate sensitivity estimate
in response to comments on his paper (Schwartz 2008). He now uses a time constant
of 8.5 years leading to a climate sensitivity of 1.9 ± 1.0°C.
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